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atomic force microscopy as a tool for
atom manipulation
oscar custance1*, ruben Perez2 and seizo Morita3
During the past 20 years, the manipulation of atoms and molecules at surfaces has allowed the construction and characterization
of model systems that could, potentially, act as building blocks for future nanoscale devices. The majority of these experiments
were performed with scanning tunnelling microscopy at cryogenic temperatures. Recently, it has been shown that another
scanning probe technique, the atomic force microscope, is capable of positioning single atoms even at room temperature.
Here, we review progress in the manipulation of atoms and molecules with the atomic force microscope, and discuss the new
opportunities presented by this technique.

A

t the beginning of 1990, while many groups worldwide
were still trying to achieve atomic resolution with the scanning tunnelling microscope1 (STM), researchers at IBM
astounded the scientific community by positioning 35 xenon atoms
on a nickel(110) surface to spell out the company logo2. The following year researchers, again from IBM, demonstrated the capability of
the STM to vertically manipulate atoms of semiconductor surfaces3
and, more importantly, to reversibly transfer a single atom between
the tip of a STM and a metallic surface — which leads to switching behaviour in the tunnelling current — by applying an appropriate voltage bias4. These pioneering experiments inspired visions
of devices based on just a few atoms or molecules but, despite the
efforts of many researchers, there have only been a few demonstrations of real devices and instruments controlled by the movement
of just a few atoms5.
In the course of developing the technology needed to create
atomic and molecular machines, the STM has been used to construct and study model systems to learn more about the behaviour,
properties and possible functionality of the building blocks for
future nanoscale devices. Significant achievements in this direction include, among others, observing the initial formation of an
atomic wire6, studying the influence of the contact between an electrode and a single molecule on the properties of single-molecule
devices7–9, and computation with individual molecules10. The STM
has also been extensively used to study, among other phenomena,
the quantum confinement of electrons in two11–13 and three dimensions14, the implantation of single atomic dopants at surfaces15, the
doping of single molecules16, the stimulation of chemical reactions
with atomic-scale precision17, conformational changes of molecules at surfaces18–22, single bonds23 and the magnetic properties
of structures designed at the atomic scale24–25. In all of these studies the capability of the STM to manipulate atoms and molecules
was crucial.
The development of new operating modes26–28 for the atomic force
microscope29 (AFM) in recent years has made it possible to image
the surfaces of both conducting and insulating bulk materials with
true atomic-scale resolution, and also to manipulate single atoms
and molecules. Although still in its infancy, atom manipulation with
the AFM has demonstrated tremendous potential for exploring the
fundamental properties of matter at the nanoscale.
In this review, we present a summary of the progress made so far
in atom manipulation using the AFM, and discuss the opportunities

that this technique may bring to the control and study of artificial
structures engineered with atomic precision.

basics of atomic-scale imaging and manipulation

Although the invention and first implementation of the STM and
the AFM were relatively close in time30, the development of their
atomic resolution and atom manipulation capabilities has been at
very different paces. Whereas the first atomic resolution image of
a reactive surface taken with an STM was obtained soon after its
invention31, it took almost nine years for the AFM to accomplish
an equally decisive result 32; and from that point, another ten years
were required to build an atomic pattern by manipulating individual atoms with an AFM33. This time lag is primarily due to a higher
degree of instrumental complexity in atomic-resolution AFM with
respect to STM that ultimately originates from the different nature
of the physical observables responsible for atomic contrast in each
of these techniques.
In STM, atomic resolution is possible by detecting a current of
electrons quantum-mechanically tunnelling through the vacuum
gap between a voltage-biased metallic tip and a conductive surface.
This tunnelling current is of the order of pico- to nanoamperes
(values that can be easily measured with conventional electronic
techniques), and has a monotonic exponential dependence on
the tip–surface separation. This dependence accounts for strong
changes in the current signal on atomic-scale variations of the surface topography (typically a factor of ten per ångström in the direction perpendicular to the surface), and it ensures that the detection
of the tunnelling current is mostly confined to the foremost atom
of the tip. However, the detected current in STM is also essentially
related to the local density of electronic states of both tip and surface, integrated over an energy window EF + eVs where EF represents
the Fermi level (the highest occupied electron energy level), Vs is
the bias voltage applied between tip and sample and e is the electron
charge34. Thus, atomic-scale STM images are ultimately the result of
a convolution of the surface topography and the electronic structure
of both tip and surface.
In AFM, atomic resolution is based on detecting the forces ascribed
to the onset of the short-range bonding interaction between the
foremost atom of a sharp tip at the end of a cantilever and the atoms
at the surface35–38. These interatomic forces are of the order of picoto nanonewtons, and they start being appreciable at a separation
distance between the closest tip and surface atoms typically shorter
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Figure 1 | lateral-interchange atomic manipulation with an aFM. a, Atomic design created at room temperature by producing the concerted lateral
interchange between substitutional Sn atoms (higher protrusions) and Ge atoms populating the Ge(111)‑c(2 x 8) surface33. b, Summary of the process
to manipulate these atoms. The fast‑scan direction is oriented parallel to a line connecting the centre of the atoms (blue square and arrow), and the
slow scan is stopped over it (grey arrow). The control of the energy barriers between adjacent adsorption sites with the AFM tip leads to the atomic
interchange (white arrow)33. Identical protocol has been successfully applied in other surfaces52 of very different structure and composition, such as
−
−
−
−
Sn/Si(111)‑(√ 3 × √ 3)R30° (c), In/Si(111)‑(√ 3 × √ 3)R30° (d), and Sb/Si(111)‑(7 × 7) (e), pointing towards the generality of the manipulation method.

than 5 Å. These short-range interatomic forces are detected, and
very precisely quantified, by operating the AFM in dynamic mode
under the frequency-modulation detection method39 (FM-AFM). In
this operation scheme, the cantilever is oscillated at resonance while
keeping the oscillation amplitude constant, and the forces acting
on the AFM tip are detected as changes in the cantilever resonant
frequency 39. In contrast to the STM, where the tunnelling current
does not combine with other observables, the tip–surface interatomic forces responsible for atomic contrast in AFM cumulate with
additional tip–surface interactions spanning over a longer distance
range. In vacuum, these long-range forces correspond to the van
der Waals force, the electrostatic force, and magnetic-dipole interactions26,40. If the magnitude of these long-range forces is significant
at the closest tip–surface distances, it can seriously hamper atomic
resolution by either blurring the short-range interaction or by causing the tip to come into contact with the surface26,41. The necessity
for utmost control of the distance between the foremost atom of
the oscillating tip and the surface atoms, under the ubiquitous presence of these long-range forces, has compelled the FM-AFM community to develop sophisticated instrumentation and experimental
protocols over the years for sensing the tiny interatomic forces that
produce atomic contrast 27,28.
The intrinsic differences in the signal detection and the operation of these two scanning probe techniques have implications
regarding atom manipulation. The STM, for instance, can make
use of intense electric fields between the tip and surface during
bias-voltage pulses to evaporate single atoms3 and hence create
atomic-scale patterns42. In atomic-resolution AFM, on the other
hand, the long-range electrostatic interaction is usually minimized
by measuring and compensating for the tip–surface-contact potential difference40 to get the highest sensitivity possible for the tip–
surface short-range interaction. In the case of lateral manipulation
of atoms with the STM, the magnitude and direction of the tip–
adsorbate chemical binding force that leads to the atom movement
can be tuned by respectively adjusting the vertical and lateral position of the tip above the adsorbate being manipulated2,43. Lateral
atomic manipulation with the AFM is performed in a similar way,
with the variation that the AFM tip constantly oscillates at every
position over the surface with a frequency ranging from 103 to
804

106 Hz and a total amplitude varying from half an ångström to
tens of nanometres, depending on the FM-AFM experimental setup. Despite this dynamic movement of the probe, well-regulated
cantilever dynamics during the oscillation and a high sensitivity
to the tip–surface interatomic forces hold the key to fine-tuning
the interactions that lead to atom manipulation. For the STM,
three types of lateral atomic manipulation mechanisms have been
identified, depending on the tip–surface separation: pulling, pushing and sliding 44. The first two mechanisms have been confirmed
for the AFM too, whereas the sliding mechanism is impracticable
for cantilever-oscillation amplitudes larger than a few tenths of
an ångström.

Preliminaries of atom manipulation with the aFM

The first reported evidence of atom manipulation using an AFM
emulates one of the pioneering achievements3 of the STM. Instead
of using field evaporation to remove atoms from the Si(111)-(7 × 7)
surface3, Oyabu and co-workers45 demonstrated that it is possible to
selectively remove either a corner or central adatom of the (7 × 7)
reconstruction by successively approaching the oscillating AFM
tip towards the surface over the corresponding atomic position.
Furthermore, by applying exactly the same protocol, they showed
that an atom from the AFM tip apex could be deposited on a previously created atomic vacancy 45.
The same authors reproduced identical vertical manipulations on the Ge(111)-c(2 × 8) surface. As a consequence of these
manipulations, sometimes the deposition of an adsorbate from
the tip apex was obtained46. Oyabu and co-workers noticed that
these adsorbates could be moved along the rows extending over
the <11̄0> crystallographic direction of the Ge(111)-c(2 × 8) surface just by simply raster scanning 46, this being the first evidence
that adsorbates of typical atomic dimensions could be laterally
manipulated on top of a surface with an AFM. Trying to generate
adsorbates in a controlled way to further explore the manipulation capabilities of the AFM, they were able to produce the displacement of individual Ge atoms from their natural adsorption
positions to metastable sites with the AFM tip, and then induce
their movement at the surface in processes involving the correlated displacement of more than one Ge atom46. Interestingly, in
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Figure 2 | Vertical-interchange atomic manipulation. a, By gently exploring the repulsive forces of the bonding interaction between the foremost
atom of the AFM tip and atoms probed at a surface, it is possible to induce the vertical interchange of the interacting atoms56. Here, a Si defect of the
−
−
Sn/Si(111)‑(√3 × √3)R30° surface (white circle) was replaced by a Sn atom coming from the AFM tip. In a subsequent process, the newly deposited Sn atom
(dark circle) was substituted by a Si atom coming from the tip. Applying this manipulation method in heterogeneous semiconductor surfaces enables one to
‘write’ (b) and ‘erase’ (c) atomic markers by respectively depositing and removing the atoms in lower concentration (Si in the case of b and c). Reproducibility
of this manipulation method provides another way to create atomic designs on surfaces with an AFM at room temperature (d). These vertical‑interchange
manipulations involve complex multi‑atom contacts between tip and surface56 (e). In e, silicon, tin and hydrogen atoms are represented by yellow, blue and
white spheres, respectively, and the tip apex and surface models correspond to the atomic arrangements in the upper and lower halves respectively.

these atomic displacements, the surface atoms have to overcome
an energy barrier of the order of ~0.8 eV (ref. 47), assisted by the
interaction with the AFM tip.
These preliminary experiments on semiconductor surfaces,
together with timely theoretical predictions48,49, provided evidence
for the potential of the AFM not only to produce the manipulation of single atoms and molecules weakly physisorbed on top of
a surface, but also for the manipulation of strongly chemisorbed
atoms. In particular, the fact that the presence of the AFM tip can
locally modify the surface potential landscape so that atoms are
able to overcome energy barriers close to 1 eV even at low temperatures45,46 was an important clue to unique manipulation methods
that allow the creation of stable atomic patterns with the AFM at
room temperature.

atomic patterning with the aFM

Most of the atomic and molecular designs involving complex
positioning of adsorbates with the STM have been accomplished
at cryogenic temperatures2,6,10–14,50, where diffusion is hampered
and the adsorbates bind at stable positions, remaining there long
enough to construct the artificial pattern. Only very exceptional
cases of complex molecular assemblies at room temperature have
been reported51. In this sense, the first conclusive proof that the
AFM could be used for the manipulation of individual atoms and
the purposeful creation of atomic structures at surfaces33 was doubly significant, as these atomic designs were produced at room

temperature and remained stable at the surface for relatively long
periods of time.
Figure 1a shows the first atomic pattern created with an AFM by
laterally manipulating individual atoms at a surface33. These atomic
manipulations are based on inducing the in-plane concerted interchange of Sn atoms (brighter protrusions in Fig. 1a,b) with the adjacent Ge atoms populating the Ge(111)-c(2 × 8) surface33. The Sn
atoms are embedded in the surface plane by substituting some of
the original Ge atoms, and therefore they are strongly bound to the
underlaying atomic plane. The controlled manipulation of these Sn
atoms was produced by creating a directional driving force with the
AFM tip. This was done by executing successive line scans over the
line connecting the centre position of two neighbouring atoms, and
setting the scan direction from the Sn to the Ge atom, lifting the
tip up ~1 Å on the way back. During the realization of these line
scans, tip and sample were successively brought to a closer separation until it exceeded the threshold tip–surface interaction that produces the in-plane concerted atomic interchange33 (Fig. 1b). These
lateral-interchange atomic manipulations have been reproduced —
also at room temperature and using an identical protocol — in other
−
−
semiconductor surfaces52 such as the (√ 3 × √ 3)R30° surfaces of Sn
on Si(111) and In on Si(111), as well as substitutional Sb atoms at
the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface (Fig. 1c–e). These results point to a common manipulation mechanism for all these structurally different
surfaces, where the manipulated atoms (donors and acceptors) were
strongly bound to the underlaying atomic layer.
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Figure 3 | atomic-scale manipulation at surfaces of insulating bulk materials. a, Manipulation of atoms of a kink site at the step edge of a KBr(100)
surface performed by applying the same protocol used for the manipulation process shown in Fig. 1b. b, Representation of a Pd atom adsorbed on top of a
MgO(100) surface, probed with a MgO‑terminated tip (red and dark grey spheres correspond to O− and Mg+ ions, respectively). The lower panel shows
the simulated energy barriers (U) and minimum energy paths for the movement of the Pd atom, where x denotes interatomic spacing between ions.
c, Simulated constant‑height‑scan AFM images during the manipulation of the Pd atom69: left, atom stably adsorbed on top of an oxygen atom; centre,
tip‑induced hopping of the Pd atom by raster scanning of the AFM tip; right, manipulation of the Pd atom along two crystallographic directions of the
MgO(100) surface respectively aligned with the tip fast‑ and slow‑scan directions.

Further experiments and atomistic simulations have shed some
light on the complex mechanism of the lateral-interchange atomic
manipulation process33,53–55. The above-mentioned Sn–Ge system behaves similarly to substitutional Pb atoms embedded in the
plane of the Ge(111)-c(2 × 8) surface, where spontaneous in-plane
concerted-interchange diffusion between Pb and Ge atoms has
been observed at temperatures slightly above room temperature46.
Similar diffusion behaviour — but at higher temperatures — is also
expected for all the different surfaces shown in Fig. 1. The presence
of the AFM tip, however, locally modifies the surface-potential
landscape, lowering the natural energy barriers for the in-plane
interchange diffusion below a limit that allows thermally activated
hopping at room temperature, which is assisted by the directionality
imposed by the tip scan33,53,54. A comparison between the measured
tip–surface short-range forces in atom manipulation experiments
and results from first-principle calculations has enabled the reduction in the energy barriers to be quantified54. Here, the interaction
with the AFM tip produces a double effect: first, weakening the
binding of the surface atoms with the underlying atomic plane; and
second, stabilizing metastable surface adsorption positions along
the manipulation path by offering an extra bond with the foremost
atom of the tip54. A directionality imposed by scanning from one
atom towards the other, lifting the AFM tip up on the way back, is
therefore required to break the symmetry and to induce a preferential displacement of the atoms.
It is plausible that a similar situation occurs in the direction perpendicular to the surface: by gradually approaching the AFM tip
towards the surface, there would be a threshold interaction at which
the energy barriers for the interchange of the closest tip and surface
atoms will be reduced below a value that would allow a thermally
activated interchange at room temperature. This vertical interchange
manipulation mechanism has been identified and recently reported
−
−
by Sugimoto and co-workers56 on the Sn/Si(111)-(√ 3 × √ 3)R30°
surface — a single atomic layer of Sn grown on top of a Si(111)
substrate. In this surface, randomly distributed Si defects (protrusions with diminished contrast in Fig. 2) can be found in the plane
806

of the Sn layer. These authors have demonstrated successive alternate deposition of Sn and Si atoms coming from the AFM tip over
the same atomic surface location by gently exploring the repulsive
part of the tip–surface short-range interaction (Fig. 2a), involving complex multi-atom contacts (Fig. 2e). This procedure allows
them to ‘write with atoms’ — that is, to create atomic patterns by
successively depositing Si atoms (Fig. 2b) and removing markers
by sequentially depositing Sn (Fig. 2c). Although the process for
producing tips that allow both writing and erasing is not fully controlled56, reproducibility of vertical-interchange atom manipulation processes led the authors to create the atomic design shown in
Fig. 2d, in a record time.
The creation of these artificial structures at room temperature
illustrates the significant potential of the AFM for engineering
complex atomic patterns of strongly bound atoms at heterogeneous
semiconductor surfaces.

Manipulation at surfaces of bulk insulators

One of the most promising applications of the AFM is to explore
and interact with surfaces of insulating bulk materials at the
atomic scale. Although progress has been made on imaging surfaces of bulk insulators with atomic resolution57–61, the capabilities
of the AFM to manipulate atoms and molecules on such surfaces
have barely been explored. This is because of the small adsorption
energies of metallic adsorbates and some molecules on insulating surfaces62. Therefore one is compelled to perform controlled
atomic manipulations at cryogenic temperatures63,64. Nonetheless,
some hints of the potential of the AFM for atomic-scale manipulations at surfaces of bulk insulators have recently been obtained.
Hirth and co-workers65 reported tip-induced displacements
of atom-size defects on a CaF2(111) surface at room temperature.
Almost simultaneously, Nishi et al.66 reported similar results on
the KCl(100) surface. In these studies, the defects were dragged by
the AFM tip along the slow-scan direction at given threshold tip–
surface distances, following certain surface crystallographic directions. Another example of atomic-scale manipulation on insulating
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Figure 4 | Tip–surface interaction forces and potential maps during atom manipulation76. a, Vertical (FZ) and lateral (FX) forces — measured over a Co atom
adsorbed on a Pt(111) surface at several tip–surface separations (z), until reaching z = 160 pm — that lead to the atom manipulation. A discontinuity defines
the corresponding threshold forces required to move the atom. b, Measured threshold forces for the manipulation of the Co atom at closer z values than in a.
c, Summary of the measured threshold forces to move a Co atom on Pt(111). Here, the threshold short‑range vertical force (FZ*) is obtained by subtracting the
background long‑range forces (in these experiments, the flat force level registered at the most distant lateral position from the Co atom) to FZ. In a, b and c, the
Co atom was located at the origin of the tip lateral position axis (x). In c the next stable empty adsorption site is marked by the red vertical line. The forces on
the left of this line correspond to threshold values when the AFM tip approaches the atom, passes over it, and descends towards the surface on the way to the
next neighbouring adsorption site; the forces on the right correspond to threshold values when the tip approaches the atom beyond the empty neighbouring
adsorption site. The threshold lateral force remains constant, independently of the tip–sample separation, vertical force exerted over the atom and direction of
the tip approaching it. d, FZ and FX measurements during the manipulation of a Co atom on a Cu(111) surface. e,f, Tip–adsorbate–surface interaction potential
(U) maps for the manipulation of a Co atom on Pt(111) and on Cu(111), respectively.

surfaces is the manipulation of the atoms of a kink site at the step
edge of a KBr(100) surface (Fig. 3a), at a tip–surface temperature of
80 K. Here, aiming for a higher degree of control, the authors used a
similar protocol as for the manipulation shown in Fig. 1b, performing line scans over the kink site in a direction perpendicular to the
step line, progressively increasing the tip–surface interaction force.
As a result, the kink site was forced to migrate along the step edge in
several manipulation events (Fig. 3a).
In contrast to the still scarce amount of experimental information on atomic manipulation at surfaces of bulk insulators, there
is a wealth of theoretical predictions from atomistic simulations.

For instance, Trevethan et al. and Watkins et al. have studied the
possibility of manipulating atomic vacancies at the MgO(100)
surface67,68 by inducing successive jumps of neighbouring oxygen
atoms into the vacancy with the AFM tip. Particularly inspiring are
the predictions of the lateral manipulation of a single Pd adatom
adsorbed over a MgO(100) surface, reported by Trevethan and coworkers69. These authors use a multi-scale modelling approach that
allows them to: (1) determine the energy barriers for the adsorbate movement in three dimensions and characterize the minimum
energy path for the atom displacement (Fig. 3b); (2) characterize
the dynamic evolution of the system, including the tip oscillation
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and the variation of the energy barriers according to the lateral
displacement of the tip; and (3) simulate images of the tip-induced
hopping of the Pd atom (Fig. 3c), providing all the corresponding signals intrinsic to the AFM during the manipulation69. All
this information allows them to predict an optimum manipulation
protocol and maps of the probability distribution for successful
manipulation along the different minimum energy paths at different temperatures69. Interestingly, the basic mechanism for both
the manipulation of an atomic vacancy and a Pb adsorbate at the
MgO(100) surface relies on the reduction of the energy barriers
for the natural diffusion of the involved atoms by the interaction
with the AFM tip67–69.

Force quantification during atom manipulation

As it was suggested by Stroscio and Eigler in their review on atomic
and molecular manipulation with the STM, an AFM could be used
to measure the tip–adsorbate force during lateral-manipulation
events, and to map the potential between the adsorbate and the surface43. The technique to do so is force spectroscopy, which nowadays
enables us to precisely quantify the tip–surface interaction force
with subatomic spatial resolution by mapping the variation of the
cantilever resonant frequency in one70–74, two59,75 or three76,77 dimensions. These changes in the resonant frequency are converted into
the tip–surface interaction force78–80 through a mathematical transformation80–83, and integration of these forces over the explored tip–
surface distance range results in the estimation of the corresponding
interaction potential.
The first experimental estimation of the force required to
manipulate an atom was reported by Sugimoto and co-workers
during the room-temperature manipulation of intrinsic atoms of
the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface in the presence of an atomic vacancy 54.
By combining manipulation with force spectroscopy experiments,
these authors reported that a force of approximately −0.5 nN is
needed to move a Si atom along the dimer rows and across the half
unit cell of the (7 × 7) reconstruction. This force was estimated by
correlating the threshold resonant frequency set-point required to
manipulate the atom with the corresponding vertical force measured over a static Si adatom, and thus it cannot be considered a
proper measurement of the tip–surface interaction forces during
atom manipulation.
The most accurate determination of the threshold forces required
to manipulate atoms and molecules at metallic surfaces was accomplished by Ternes and co-workers76. Using the qPlus sensor 84,85,
these authors were able to measure the tunnelling current, as well
as the vertical and lateral forces during the lateral manipulation of
a Co atom on a Pt(111) and a Cu(111) surface, and compare the
behaviour of these observables with the ones obtained from the
manipulation of a CO molecule on a Cu(111) surface.
Figures 4a and b show the vertical (FZ) and lateral (FX) forces
measured during the manipulation of a Co atom across two neighbouring threefold hollow sites of the Pt(111) surface, produced
by executing constant-height line scans over the Co atom at successive smaller tip–surface separations76,86. A discontinuity in the
curves defines the corresponding threshold forces required to
move the atom. Astonishingly, the measurement of these forces
at tip–surface distances smaller than 160 pm (the maximum separation leading to the atom manipulation), reveals that while the
vertical threshold force exerted over the Co atom almost doubles
its value, the corresponding lateral forces remain steady, as shown
in Fig. 4b. A systematic quantification of the forces required to
manipulate the Co atom when the tip is approaching from the far
right and far left end of the line scan at different tip–surface separations confirms the invariability of the lateral threshold force, as it is
summarized in Fig. 4c. These results point towards the short-range
lateral force exerted by the tip apex as being key for the manipulation of individual metal atoms on metallic surfaces at cryogenic
808

temperatures76. Furthermore, the invariability of this lateral force
with the tip–surface separation contrasts with the energy-barrier
reduction mechanism reported in the case of atom manipulation
with an AFM on semiconductors and insulating materials summarized in the preceding sections.
This constant behaviour of the lateral threshold force enabled
Ternes and co-workers to compare the lateral forces required to
manipulate the same atomic species over a Cu(111) surface76.
Surprisingly, the lateral threshold forces to move a Co atom on a
Cu(111) surface were almost one order of magnitude lower (see
Fig. 4d) than in the Pt(111) case, even when the surface structure
and the adsorption site of the Co atom are equivalent in both surfaces. These results highlight the relevance of the chemical interaction of the adsorbate with the substrate in atom manipulation
experiments and, more importantly, set the basis for the quantification of friction at the single-atom scale76.
By combining three-dimensional maps of the tip–surface
interaction force at two different separation regimes (above and
below the threshold distance for atom manipulation), Ternes and
co-workers also calculated the tip–adatom–surface interaction
potential76 for the manipulation of a Co atom on Pt(111) and on
Cu(111) (Fig. 4e,f). These potential maps provide experimental
evidence of the relative adsorption stability of the atom on the
different surface binding sites available. Unexpectedly, the energy
barriers for the transition of the Co atom between two neighbouring threefold hollow adsorption sites obtained from these maps
match the corresponding natural-diffusion energy barriers (in
absence of the AFM tip) obtained from atomistic simulations76;
a remarkable result that requires further consideration, and that
may present a new way of quantifying diffusion energy barriers of
adsorbates on surfaces.

concluding remarks and outlook

In the preceding sections we have shown that the AFM can be
applied to purposefully create complex designs at semiconductor
surfaces one atom at a time, to perform atomic manipulations on
surfaces of insulating bulk materials, and to measure the forces
involved in the manipulation of atoms and molecules with the
possibility of quantifying friction at the atomic scale and characterizing diffusion energy barriers. Despite all this recent progress,
atomic and molecular manipulation with the AFM is still at
its inception.
There are plenty of promising applications to investigate with
the AFM, in which atomic-scale manipulation will surely be a
pivotal tool. Manipulation of small molecules with the AFM has
barely been studied87–90, and manipulation of atoms and molecules
on surfaces of bulk insulators is an open avenue to be explored.
It may be particularly promising to combine the atom manipulation capabilities of the AFM with recent advances for the characterization of magnetic interactions91–93, spin detection94,95,
characterization of the charge state of individual adatoms96,
intramolecular chemical resolution97 and single-atom chemical
identification98.
In many of these applications involving atomic manipulation
with the AFM, the prospect of simultaneously measuring and correlating tunnelling currents — when electric conduction is possible — and tip–surface interaction forces is most promising 76.
As the most basic feature, this approach will allow us to identify
structures invisible for the STM but visible for the AFM, and vice
versa99. Nowadays, it is possible to simultaneously measure tunnelling currents and tip–surface interaction forces at atomic scale
with AFMs based on commercial silicon cantilevers99–101, as well as
with notable implementations such as the qPlus sensor 84,85 or the
KolibriSensor 102,103. These new sensors are based on piezoelectric
detection, and have a high-resolution profile with relative instrumental simplicity; characteristics that make them very attractive
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for performing simultaneous current and force measurements in
extreme environments such as milli-Kelvin temperatures and highmagnetic fields. Hopefully, with the use of these implementations,
the variety of systems to be explored and the number of groups
working on atomic manipulation with the AFM will increase over
the coming years, so that exciting discoveries and formidable technological achievements at the nanoscale will emerge.
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